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3A History Lesson
4It all started one day when ….
-Working at CERT on client data
-Large network, unidirectional flow data, 
geographically distributed, asynchronous 
routing, border routers only
-Can we detect (coordinated) scans?
-Hypothesized separation of data
-Turned into contact surface
51. Power law
2. Diurnal pattern
3. Jump between x=1 & x=2
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8What happened on August 11, 2003?
9Some details
-Looking at IPs contacting 150 - 350 dests/hour
-3 /8s generated the majority of traffic
- 2 Asian + 1 Latin America
- Roughly constant rate of traffic from each over time
-Primarily SYN-only traffic to port 80
-Untargeted, but not random
- 49% of flows to a specific /8 network
-Activity is not coordinated (that we could 
determine)
10Note the new phenomenon!
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Similar to first disturbance?
-Also port 80 targeted
-2 of previous top 3 scanning /8s are top 3 again
-Destination profile different
-Still not random!
- 23% to a single /8 (different from the previous one)
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Old data!  Still happening?
-Yes, but …
-Not published anywhere
-Known only through personal communications
-Need to get data access again
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Hypotheses
17
A question….
-What …
-Started on February 11, 2004?
-Stopped on June 1, 2004?
-Targeted port 80?
-What …
-Happened on August 1, 2003?
Blaster
Welchia.B
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Hypothesis 1
The perturbation of the contact surface is caused by 
the presence of persistent scanning behavior (such 
as would be exhibited by a worm-infected host) 
with a fixed time delay between each scan probe. 
This delay is constant across the infected 
population. 
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Hypothesis 2
The targets of the scanning are essentially random 
so that they are not easily observed without a 
network telescope with an aperture that 
encompasses substantial address space (several 
/8s or more).
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Hypothesis 3
Sharp spikes in the contact surface are due to a 
group of hosts that all scan addresses within the 
monitored address space at a fixed rate. 
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Simulation
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Hypotheses 1 and 2
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Hypothesis 3
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Hypothesis 3
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Conclusions
27
Conclusions
-Developed a new visualization 
-“Contact surface”
-Observed large-scale phenomena
-Developed 3 hypotheses
-Hypotheses shown to be plausible via simulation
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Questions?
